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Abstract

This paper describes the design of AutoTutor, a fully
automated computer tutor that simulates dialogue
moves of normal human tutors and that will eventually
incorporate sophisticated tutoring strategies. Autolh-
tot follows a curriculum script that presents subtopics
in different forms, such as didactic content, graphic
displays, questions, and problems. The tutor selects
dialogue moves that assist the learner in the active cou-
struction of knowledge as the learner ans~ers questions
or solves problems posed by the tutor. The goal is to
have the tutor produce dialogue moves that fit the con-
versational context, that are sensitive to the learner’s
abilities, and that have pedagogical value. The di-
~dogue rnoves include immediate feedback, pumping,
prompting, splicing, hinting, requestioning, and sum-
marizing. The tutor’s moves are delivered by a talking
head with appropriate facial expressions and synthe-
.4zed speech. The first version of Auto~ltor should be
completed in the spring of 1998 on the topic of com-
put.er literacy.

Can a Computer be a Good Partner in
Tutorial Dialogue?l

Designers of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) have fi’e-
quently had the visiou of a fully automated computer
tutor that trains students on skills and dorn,’fin knowl-
edge. Unfortunately.. language and discourse have con-
stituted serious barriers. As a consequence, language
and discourse facilities have been either nonexistent
or extremely limited in even the most impressive and
successfifl intelligent tutoring systems available, such
as Anderson’s tutors for geometry, algebra, and com-
puter languages (Anderson.. Corbett, Koedingcr, & Pel-
letier, 1995), Van Lehn’s tutor for basic mathematics
(V~m Lelm, 1990), and Lesgold’s tutor for diagnosing
and repairing electronic equipment (Lesgold, Lajoie..
Bunzo, & Eggan, 1992). There have been some at-
tempts to mlgment ITS’s with language and dialogue fa-
cilities (llolland. Kaplm~, ~z Sazns, 1995; Moore, 1994).
But such attempts have been limited by (1) the in-
herent difficulty of getting the computer to "compre-
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hend" the language of users, including utterances that
are not well-formed syntactically and semantically, (2)
the difficulty of getting computers to effectively use a
large body of open-ended, fragmentary world knowl-
edge, and (3) the lack of research on human tutorial
dialog and on patterns of normal discourse. These dif-
ficulties have been exacerbated by insufficient commu-
nication between the fields of discourse processing, ed-
ucation, computational linguistics, and ITS developers.

Advances in research during the last five years make
it much more feasible to develop a computer tutor that
simulates "smooth" tutorial dialog: i.e.. speech acts
that are appropriate in the context of the com,ersation.
These recent developments have provided approxirrtate
solutions to the above three major barriers. The tutor-
ing systern that we have been developing, (:ailed Auto-
Tutor, incorporates these approximate solutions in ad-
dition to more established computational procedures.

AutoTutor attempts to "comprehend" text th.’.tt the
learner types into the keyboard and to formulat.e appro-
priate discourse contributions. The generated discourse
contributions may be in the form of printed text, syn-
thesized slme(’h, graphic displays, a~fimation, and sim-
ulated facial expressions. That is, the tutor will speak
in different media, llowever, t.he primary technological
contribution of our tutor lies in formulating helpful dis-
course contributions, as opposed to generatfi,g a fimcy
display of interface features. Simply lint, our goal is
to determine "what the tutor should say next" (i.e.,
the conceptual content), not "how the tutor shoukl say
it" (i.e., in digitized speech, synthesized slmech, print,
versus a talking head). There eventually will be differ-
ent versions of AutoTutor in an effort to simulate (a)
skilled and unskilled human tutors who vary in domafi,
expertise and tutoring experience and (b) ideal tut.oril,g
strategies that have been identified in the field of edm’a-
tion and by developers of intelligent tutoring systems.
l[owever, the first version of AutoTutor (completed in
the spring of 1998) simulates the dialogue moves of un-
skilled Imman tutors.

The feasibility of a computer tutor is fortified by
our previous research on lmman tutoring that analyzed
videotapes of approximately 100 hours of untrained tu-
tors in naturalistic tutoring sessions (Graesser, Person,
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& Magliano, 1995; Person, Kreuz, Zwaan, & Graesser,
19951. Approximately 95% percent of the tutors in ac-
tual school systems are untrained. They have moderate
domain knowledge and no training in tutoring skills.
These tutors are, however, extremely effective; they en-
hance learning by 0.4 to 2.3 stmldard deviation units
compared to classroom controls (Cohen, Kulik, & Ku-
Ilk: 1982; Bloom, 19841. Tids result is compatible with
the claim that there is something about interactive dis-
course that is responsible for learning gains. Our pre-
vious research revealed that human tutors and learners
have a remarkably incomplete understanding of each
other’s knowledge base and that many of each other’s
contributions arc not deeply understood. Breakdowns
in comnmnication occur to the extent that the "cont-
tnon ground" (i.e., shared knowledge) of tile speecli llar-
ticipants decreases. [t is not fine-tuned "student model-
ing" that is important, but rather a tutor that serves as
a conversation partner when common gTound is mini-
real. We also discovered that a key feature of effec-
tive tutoring lies in generating discourse contributions
that assist [earners in the active construction of sub-
jective explastations, elaborations, and mental models
of the material. Other researchers have also proposed
that active, subjective constructions of explanations are
critical for learning, and have a greater impact tlum
merely presenting information to learners (Bransford,
Goldmmi, & Vye, 1991; Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann,
& Glaser, 1989; Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu, & La Vaneher,
1994). lluman tutors assist this subjective construc-
tion of knowledge by delivering collaborative discourse
moves. Our analyses of naturalistic tutoring revealed
that the tutor’s discourse moves include questioning,
requestioning, immediate feedback, pumping, prompt-
ing, hinting, summm’izing, splicing in correct informa-
tion, and revoieing student contributions. AutoTutor is
designed to simulate these tutoring moves in a manner
that is pragmatically smooth and pedagogically effec-
tive.

Researchers in education a~ld ITS have identified
a mnnber of ideal tutoring strategies, such as: the
Socratic method (Collins, 19851, modeling-scaffolding-
fading (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989), reciprocal
training (Palincsar ~: Brown, 1984), anchored learn-
ing (Bransford, Goldman, & Vye, 1991), error diagno-
sis and correction (Anderson et al., 1995; van Lehn,
1990; l,esgold et al., 1992), fi’ontier learning (Slee-
man & Brown, 1982), building on prerequisites (Gagnd,
1977), and sophisticated motivational techniques (Lep-
per.. Aspinwall, Mumme, & Chabay, 1990). Detailed
discourse analyses have been performed on samples
of these sophisticated tutoring strategies (Fox, 1993;
lhmm, Michael, Rovick, & Evens, 1996; McArthur,
Stasz, &. Zrmfidzinas, 1990; Merrill, Reiser, Rammy, &.
Trafton, 1992; Putnam, 19871. It should be noted, how-
ever, that these sophisticated tutoring strategies were
practically nonexistent in tlm unskilled tutoring sessions
that we videotaped arid mralyzed (Graesser et al., 19951.
Later versions of AutoTutor will incorporate some of
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these ideal tutoring strategies, but the first version sim-
ulates tile dialogue moves of the normal unskilled tutor,
whidl are known to tie very effective .’~ccordil~g to pre-
vious research (Cohen et al., 1982).

Components of AutoTutor
AutoTutor incorporates both classical symbolic archi-
tectures (e.g.: those with propositiotral represeurations,
conceptual structures, and production rules) and archi-
tectures with multiple soft constraints (i.e., neural net-
work models, fuzzy descriptions and controllers, and
latent semantic analysis). The major comp,mmts of
this systeln arc briefly specitied behm,.

Curriculum Script
Tile macrostructure that guides the tutorial dialog con-
sists of a curricuhun script (McArthur t,t el., 1991:
I)utnam, 1987) with didactic descripticms, tutor-posed
questions, cases, problems, figures, and diagrams (;don.~
with good responses to each subtoltic ). AutoTutor cur-
rently has a curriculum script fbr the domain of cont.
puter literacy. The script includes three topics (hard-
ware, operating system, and interred.t) and 12 subtopics
per tOlfiC. The subtopics "ntry in difficulty .’rod have one
of four formats: Question + Answer, Probh.~nl + Solu-
tion, Didactic information + Question + Answer, and
Graphic display + Question + Answer. The Answer or
Solution content that is associated with each subtoltic
include the following data structures:

¯ an ideal answer

¯ a list of different good mlswers

¯ a list of different bad answers

¯ a list of hints, scaled on directness and difficulty

¯ a succinct summary of the answer
¯ a list of anticipated student questions and answers to

these questions

¯ a verbal description of the gr:q~hic display (if titere is
a display)

Subtopics are selected by production rules that arc
scvsitive to the learner’s abilities, initiative, and otiter
global parameters. The learner’s ability h-:w-’l is t:om-
lmted by the quality of student contributi(ms (i.e.,
answers, solutions) during tim exchanges in previous
subtopics in tlte session.

Language Modules
Language modules mmlyze tile content of the message
that the learner t.ypes in from tilt: keyboard during .’.~
particuhu’ conversational turn. The sequence of words

and lmttctuation marks in -’i tllrn ar(! first segntt:nted
into spee(:h act units: which are then (’l.’lssified into
speech act categories (i.e., Question, Conr.ribur.ion, ver-
sus Short tiesponse). The lang’u~tge modules inchldtr
a lexicon (I-)’ands &: Ku(’:era, 1982; Milh:r, B(:ckwith:
Fe.llbaum, Gross, & Miller, 199(}), a connectionist net-
work that identifies the syntactic chL~ses of words, a
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dictionary of frozen expressions, software agents im-
plemented as codelets that sense surface linguistic fea-
tures (Franklin, Graesser, Olde, Song, & Negatu, 1996;
Zhang, Franklin, Olde, Wan, ~ Graesser, 1998), and
a recurrent connectionist network that formulates pre-
dictions about the next speech act category (Graesser,
Swamer, & Hu, 1997). For example, in a simple ver-
sion of AutoTutor, a Question is signaled by a question
mark, a Short Response is identified if there is match
with a list of short responses (e.g., "yes," "okay"), and
all other speech acts are classified as Contributions.

Latent Semantic Analysis
Those speech acts of the learner that are classified as
Contributions (as opposed to Questions and Short Re-
sponses) are analyzed on various dimensions of qualit):
Latent semantic analysis (LSA, Landauer & Dumais,
1997) provides the backbone for representing the world
knowledge that is needed to make these evaluations.
LSA reduces a large corpus of texts to a 100-300 dimen-
sional space through a statistical method called singular
value decomposition. LSA has had remarkable success
in grading essays of students and answering questions
on multiple choice tests. In fact, the performance of
LSA has been nearly equivalent to human performance
on a number of tasks and measures (Landaner & Du-
mats, 1997). The LSA space for the domain of computer
literacy is based on two books on computer literacy and
approximately 20 articles that focus on hardware, oper-
ating systems, and the internet. The LSA space is used
to compute the relatedness (i.e., similarity in content)
of any two sets of words. Such relatedness scores are
extremely usefid because they permit us to compute the
truth, relevance, and other dimensions of the quality of
student contributions. For exarnple, the relevance of
student contribution C to the subtopic S is the maxi-
mum relatedness score between the set of words in C
and the set of words in each description (i.e., sentence,
content specification) within S. Truth is computed as
the maximum relatedness score between C and all de-
scriptions in the entire set of 36 subtopics. There arc
other dimensions of answer quality in addition to tl~lth
and relevance. A very important feature of LSA is that
it car, be used or, speech acts and texts that axe not
syntactically and semantically well-formed.

Tutor Dialogue Moves

After the student types in the content of his or her turn,
the tutor generates a dialogue move in one of several
categories, which are illustrated below.

¯ Positive immediate feedback: "That’s right," "Yeah"

¯ Neutral immediate feedback: "Okay, .... Uh-huh"

¯ Negative immediate feedback: "Not quite," "No"

¯ Pumping for more information: "Uh-huh," "What
else"

¯ Prompting for specific information: "The memories
of the CPU are ROM and "

¯ Hinting: "The hard disk can be used for storage"

¯ Splicing in correct content after a student error

¯ Requestioning: "So once again, what is the function
of a CPU?"

¯ Summarizing: "So to recap," (succinct recap of ml-
swer to question)

It should be noted that a tutor turn may certain two
dialogue moves, such as neutral immediate feedback fol-
lowed by a hint.

The categories of dialogue moves during a turn are
determined by a set of fuzzy production rules. These
rules are tuned to:

¯ the truth, relevance, and other measures of the qual-
ity of the student’s recent contribution

¯ global parameters that refer to the ability arid iT,itia-
tire of the student

¯ phases during the subtopic, topic, and tutoring ses-
sion

¯ the style and skill of the tutor

The content of the selected categories are fornmlated
by production rules that select descriptions from tile
curriculum script (e.g., the hint list, the good answer
list) and from lists of frozen expressions (e.g., lists 
words denoting neutral feedback).

Talking head

Most of tile tutor’s dialogue moves are delivered by
a talking head that is synchronized with synthesized
speech (Cohen & Massaro, 1994). The facial expres-
sions and intonation in the immediate feedback are sen-
sitive to the truth, relevance., and quality of the stu-
dent’s most recent contribution. The parameters of the
facial expressions and intonation are generated by fuzzy
production rules.

Student questions

AutoTutor also can handle student questions that may
occur during the collaborative dialogue between tutor
and learner for a subtopic. However.. studies of natural-
istic tutoring have revealed that student q~,estions are
not very fl’equent during tutoring and that tl,e questions
that are asked cover a lin,ited set of question categories
(Graesser &, Person, 1994). AutoTutor currently arl-
ticipates and can answer definitional questiovs ("What
does X mean?"), which is the most frcquel,t category of
question that students ask (Graesser & Person, 1994).
Therefore, AutoTutor to some extent provides a mixed-
initiative dialog between the tutor and student.

Evaluating AutoTutor

The quality of the tutorial dialog generated by Auto-
Tutor is currently being evaluated. Its success will be
tested in several ways. The fidelity of particular lan-
guage modules will be evaluated with respect to recall,
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precision, and other performance n,ea,sures used by re-
searchers in computational linguistics (DARPA, 1995;
Lehnert, 1997). Experts in discourse and education will
evaluate the appropriateness, relevance, and pedagogi-
cal quMity of the dialog contributions generated by the
computer tutor. Turing tests will be performed at a
fin ,e-grail,ed level in m’der to assess whether the learner
(or a neutral human observer) can discriminate whether
p~trticular dialog moves are generated by the computer
versus a human tutor. There eventually will be assess-
ments of whether AutoTutor produces significant learn-
ing gains, compared to control conditions. However, our
immediate concerns are with the fine-gTained discourse
contributions of AutoTutor.
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